The extended distinct-element method (EDEM) is used to construct models of multi-degrees of freedom systems for particles of concrete frames and to conduct a series of numerical simulations in which the particles collapsed due to seismic forces. When a concrete frame collapses, it is reduced to a pile of debris. If the debris is rejoined to form the concrete frame, the original shape is restored; i.e., the frame prior to collapse is considered to be an assembled body of concrete debris. The EDEM is a method for analyzing discontinuous bodies, but here we report on an analysis in which concrete debris is considered to contain the elements of a discontinuous body. For convenience, we assumed that the particle shape in the debris is circular and that the parts are connected by springs that satisfy the Mohr-Coulomb yield conditions. The results of our simulations are in good agreement with records of damage done by past earthquakes.
INTRODUCTION
The distinct element method (DEM) proposed by Cundall (Cundall 1971) [ 1 ] has been used to analyze the collapse of various structures composed of granular materials such as soil and rock. Examples include the fracture of a structural foundation (Uemura and Hakuno 1987) [2] , cliff collapse (Iwashita and Hakuno 1990) [3] , rock avalanches (Uchida and Hakuno 1990) [4] , debris flows (Hakuno and Uchida 1991) [5] and liquefaction (Hakuno and Tarumi 1988) [6] . Iwashita and Hakuno(1990) [3] proposed the extended distinct element method (EDEM) as a modification of Cundall's distinct element method by adding pore springs to such pore material as clay between particles, and Meguro and Hakuno proposed that an aggregate of circular elements and mortar constituent pore springs would satisfy the conditions of fracture (Meguro and Hakuno 1989) [7] . Under these assumptions, we established a model for concrete by setting these pore springs among elements and then followed the fracture process (Meguro and Hakuno 1989 ) [7] .
The EDEM, however, has a serious drawback in that it requires an enormous amount of calculation time because explicit numerical integration is unstable unless the time step used is very short. Therefore, should this EDEM method be applied to concrete structures, an analysis of the fracture of the whole structure would be prohibitive.
Therefore, we analyze only the fracture of the structural members composed of few elements.
To simulate the fracture analysis of a whole structure, we reduced the number of elements as much as possible.
For example, for a column, two circular elements for two dimensional analysis, four spherical ones for three dimensional analysis, are arranged through the member cross section because at least two or four elements are required to resist bending moment in the column. But, when the number of elements is drastically reduced, the model becomes oversimplified. The structure model may show a very different mode of fracture than that occurring when an actual structure fractures.
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We assume that a result that tells whether the structural component in question has broken down or has not broken down is satisfactory for purposes of studying fracture of the structure as a whole.
Detailed information on the mode of local fracture of a particular part is sacrificed. When the number of elements is greatly reduced, the model resembles a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) model common to earthquake-response analyses. The EDEM model proposed in the present study allows fracture separation to occur. Conditions in which elements become separated from one another after fracture are not allowed in analyses with MDOF models.
EXTENDED DISTINCT ELEMENT METHOD
Although the conventional distinct element method used in geotechnical engineering has proven very useful, there has been few reports of the DEM being applied to other media. We have extended the use of DEM to the analysis of the fracture of concrete structures, usually analyzed only by continuous material method (FEM). We have developed an extended distinct element method, and a computer program has been written that can be used both for geotechnical engineering and with various other media as well. This method maintains continuity of the circular elements because it includes the pore material springs. Fig.1 shows how concrete is modeled using the EDEM. 
in which Fi = sum of all the forces acting on the particle; Mi = sum of all the moments acting on the particle;
Ci and Di = damping coefficients; u = displacement vector; and ~b = angular displacement.
The dynamic response of the structure can be obtained in the time domain by step-by-step numerical integration of the equation of motion.
Estimation of Material Parameters of EDEM
Although the material parameters for EDEM analysis should be determined experimentally, it is impossible to do so in certain cases. Therefore, we proposed a simple method to determine these parameters that takes in to account the physical significance of the individual parameters. 
